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Our new products at spoga horse autumn 2019

Effol SuperFlex-Brush
Brilliant care for your horse – The Effol SuperFlex-Brush combines
effectiveness with a comfortable grip so it provides optimum support in
grooming the horse. The ergonomic brush with densely-set horse hair
bristles adjusts perfectly to the horse’s shape and removes dirt, hair and
fine dust even in places that are hard to reach with conventional brushes.
Art. no.: 11 00 50 00, sales unit: 5

Available from September 2019

Effol Super-Cut
Special dual-surface edge for a precise cutting experience – The Effol Super-Cut
makes cutting your horse’s mane and tail quite an easy procedure. Made of highgrade stainless steel, it can be used successfully for precise cutting at any time even for strong and robust horse hair.
Art. no.: 11 00 40 00, sales unit: 5

Effol Wonder Sponge
A little miracle – The Effol Wonder Sponge, due to its vacuum packaging, can very easily be
taken with you everywhere - and it also has excellent absorbing capacity. So it serves as a
kind of magic miracle in caring for your horse.
Art. no.: 11 00 30 00, sales unit: 10
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Effol Mouth Butter
Now also available with mango flavour.
For a horse's mouth which is soft as butter. Effol Mouth Butter® makes your
horse feel good. It helps the bit to slide more easily into a comfortable position
in the horse's mouth. Effol Mouth Butter® also protects like a second skin in the
case of a sensitive mouth and cares with zinc oxide and balsam of Peru. Allantoin
keeps the corners of the mouth permanently soft and supple.

Art. no.: 11 74 30 00, sales unit: 6

Effol Friend-Snacks Pumpkin Sticks
At the beginning of autumn the popular Effol Friend-Snacks range is to be expanded
again by a new taste: The “Pumpkin-Sticks“ flavour with high-quality pumpkin seed oil is
not only very tasty, but - in addition to vitamin E and linoleic acid - contains valuable
polyunsaturated fats (omega 3 and 6) which the horse’s body cannot produce itself. Buy
now - only available as long as stocks last!

Art. no.: 11 86 71 00, 500g, sales unit: 30

Effol Friend-Snacks Gingerbread Sticks
Effol Friend-Snacks Gingerbread Sticks with a spicy gingerbread flavour are a real
highlight for your horse. And they are not merely a tasty treat but also contain
healthy and important roughage, vitamins and minerals beneficial for your horse’s
well-being. Buy now - only available as long as stocks last!

Art. no.: 11 86 80 00, 1kg, sales unit: 25
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